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Executive Summary
The City of Richmond Plan for the Restoration of Programs and Services Affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic (“City Services Restoration Plan”) is a coordinated corporate strategy.
The restoration of City services will be a gradual process along a continuum of five steps from
lower risk, lower potential for exposure, to higher risk, higher impact services from the
perspective of health outcomes, financial realities, and public expectations. Movement forward
and backwards along the continuum is possible at any time in consideration of these factors.
Each program and service offered by the City that has been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic
has been evaluated on criteria to mitigate risks to the public, staff, and the City.
The City Services Restoration Plan supports the Chief Administrative Officer’s four primary
strategic directives guiding the City’s collective efforts to respond to and overcome the
COVID-19 pandemic. The plan is a living document, and will be updated as necessary to reflect
emerging information and advice from public health authorities, other levels of government,
WorkSafeBC, and key stakeholder groups.
Steps 1 and 2 of the service restoration continuum are characterized by the re-opening of
outdoor park amenities and the restoration of some indoor services. Steps 3 and 4 are
characterized by the re-opening of community facilities and the restoration of a broader range
of programs and services. Step 5 reflects a new future state of program and service delivery
where restrictions are lifted to maximize access and participation while maintaining appropriate
levels of health and safety measures.
The restoration of services will have a financial impact. In some cases, new administrative
controls and workspace modifications may be necessary to ensure current health guidelines are
adhered to. Steps 3 and 4 are where the greatest impacts will be felt by the City as expenses are
projected to increase ahead of revenues and further analysis of these impacts are required
before implementation.
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Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on the City of Richmond’s ability to
effectively deliver programs and services to its citizens. Many City services have been
temporarily stopped or modified in response to COVID-19. These services are primarily in the
parks, recreation and culture areas, but also include areas such as customer service at
Richmond City Hall, building inspections, and public-facing services at the City Works Yard.
These services were stopped or modified to ensure the health and wellbeing of the community
and staff and in response to requirements by public health authorities for physical distancing
among individuals. A summarized list of the Provincial Health Orders can be found in
Appendix A.
The impacts to the affected City services occurred primarily in the period between
March 19, 2020 and March 30, 2020 and are ongoing. A list of affected services can be found in
Appendix B.
In response to communication by senior levels of government that there has been some
success in flattening the curve of COVID-19 infections and signals that aspects of the economy
will soon be re-opening, the City has begun planning for the eventual restoration of programs
services for when the timing is appropriate to do so. There will be some flexibility and
discretion by the City in many of the decisions around the restoration of services. Some actions
to stop or modify services were originally taken in direct response to orders or advice from
health authorities and senior levels of government, while other actions were in response to the
needs of the community and directed by Richmond City Council.
The City of Richmond Plan for the Restoration of Programs and Services Affected by the
COVID-19 Pandemic (“City Services Restoration Plan”) is a coordinated corporate strategy to
re-open facilities and restore program and service delivery. The Richmond Olympic Oval and
Richmond Public Library are developing restoration plans that align with the approach outlined
in the City Services Restoration Plan.
The restoration of City services will be a gradual process along a continuum of five steps from
lower risk, lower impact services to higher risk, and higher impact services from the perspective
of health outcomes, financial realities and public perception. Decisions will be guided by
information and advice from health authorities, other levels of government, WorkSafeBC, and
other stakeholder groups such as the BC Recreation & Parks Association (BCRPA), the Lifesaving
Society of BC, and provincial and national sport governing bodies.
There is also a desire for alignment in the restoration of services with neighbouring
municipalities in order to ensure balanced provision across the region and to avoid any one
municipality taking excessive risk and/or the load of participation from another municipality.
This alignment is expected to be achieved through collaboration at Metro Vancouver through
the Mayors Task Force on COVID-19 and the Regional Administrators Advisory Committee
(RAAC).
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The restoration of services will have a financial impact. Many staff associated with the direct
delivery of these services are not currently scheduled for work due to a shortage of work and to
allow the City to mitigate its financial losses during the COVID-19 pandemic. Restoration of
services will require re-scheduling these staff to deliver these services and incurring the cost of
doing so. There will also be extraordinary costs (both one-time and ongoing) of offering these
services in a modified manner in order to continue to ensure the safety of the community and
staff. This plan projects these costs as accurately as possible as well as their impact on the City.
It is to be noted that the City Services Restoration Plan is a living document. Information is
subject to change based on changing advice and information from public health authorities,
other levels of government, WorkSafeBC, and other stakeholder groups.

Strategic Directions
The City Services Restoration Plan supports the Chief Administrative Officer’s four primary
strategic directives guiding the City’s collective efforts to respond to and overcome the
COVID-19 pandemic. These include:


Protect the health and safety of both the public and employees while serving as an essential
service second line of defence against the COVID-19 pandemic as mandated by the
Provincial Government;



Protect City assets while also continuing to the full extent possible to deliver City services
needed by the Community, while adhering to restrictions and limits prescribed by the
Provincial Health Officer and as mandated by City Council;



Do the necessary planning and complete all work needed to ensure that all facilities,
programs, services and equipment will be in optimum condition and at operational status
when re-opened for community use; and



Ensure that the appropriate staff resources and remote work assignments are in place to
provide the back of house services that will be needed over the full duration of the crisis to
support all staff who are continuing to work on sustaining services as described above and
on the recovery.
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Restoring Programs and Services Along
a Continuum
The restoration of programs and services consists of a carefully staged approach along a
continuum that takes into account level of risk, exposure, and ability to effectively mobilize
service delivery with strict adherence to health and safety guidelines.

Criteria
Each program and service offered by the City that has been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic
has been evaluated on criteria to mitigate risk and determine the appropriate timing to restore
program and service offerings. The continuum moves from lower risk, lower impact on the left
to higher risk, and higher impact on the right. Factors considered to determine risk and impact
of each service, or in some cases, group of services, included the following:
1. Risks to vulnerable populations
This includes seniors, those with compromised immune systems and/or pre-existing health
conditions.
2. Ability to adhere to health protocols
This includes physical distancing, proper and frequent hand washing, not touching one’s
own face, and any additional health protocols and guidelines put forward by the BC Centre
for Disease Control or public health officers.
3. Workforce and workplace requirements
This includes the level of staff training required, the level of exposure of staff members
and/or the public to other staff members and/or members of the public, the need for
personal protective equipment, and the need to adapt the physical infrastructure of the
work environment in order to mitigate risks and exposure.
4. Nature of participation in program or activity
This includes the mode of delivery mode (indoor, outdoor, or virtual), the extent to which
equipment and materials are shared, the level of physical exertion involved, and the level of
contact with others.
5. Additional risks
This includes any insurance implications, contractual agreements, and agreements with
other user groups.
6. Timelines
This includes the length of time that it is estimated to take to be able to implement any
necessary risk mitigation measures, train staff in necessary protocols, and/or complete
physical adaptations needed.
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7. Assumptions and prerequisites
This includes any assumptions made or prerequisites necessary in order to restore services
according to the estimated timelines. This may include lifting of current government
restrictions, access to other programs and amenities, or any other contingencies and
dependencies for a particular program or service.
8. Financial Impact
This includes an analysis of the additional costs that will be incurred to mitigate risks, above
and beyond existing expenses, timing of revenues, and any additional capital costs that may
be required to modify facilities and work spaces.

Steps Along the Service Restoration Continuum
The City Services Restoration Plan consists of five steps, which exist along a service restoration
continuum of lower risk, lower impact on the left to higher risk, higher impact on the right. The
timing and order of each step, and the restoration of individual programs and services within
each step, is subject to change as the COVID-19 pandemic evolves. This plan assumes that there
is no setback in the collective societal progress to flatten the curve of infections.
By considering the restoration of services on a continuum, there is inherently an expectation
that changing information and advice may require movement back and forth along that
continuum. Should the restoration of any one service (or group of services) not be advisable
due to updated health recommendations, immediate movement back along the continuum can
be implemented.
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Consultation with Community Associations and Societies
The majority of programs and services at the community services facilities are operated by
Community Associations and Societies. The Boards of these organizations will be consulted
regarding the proposed restoration of programs and services and to establish and confirm
coordinated implementation plans.

Health and Safety Measures
The restoration of the City’s programs and services will necessitate changes in the way these
services are conducted. A number of health and safety measures will be put in place across all
facilities to ensure the safety of staff and the public. The City provides the opportunity for the
public to safely participate in program and services; however, it is the responsibility of the
public to follow the established guidelines.
The additional measures to provide safe experiences for the public include:


Cleaning and disinfection at all facilities.



Modification of facilities to include protective plexiglass barriers for front counters where
appropriate.



Ensuring physical distancing is maintained where possible through program modification
and queuing strategies.



Implementation of protective measures for vulnerable populations. This may include
phasing in senior-specific programs to a later point along the service restoration continuum.



Ensuring participants and staff stay at home if they are sick.



Promoting high levels of handwashing and personal hygiene as a key preventative measure.
This includes providing access to washroom facilities and hand sanitizing stations.



Permitting staff and participants to wear face masks if desired.



Providing public education on maintaining physical distance in park and open spaces by a
team of roving Community Ambassadors.



Creating clear guidelines for user groups.

Supply of materials to support these mitigating measures is not anticipated to be an issue based
on current supplies at the City. However, it will need to continue to be closely monitored for
both availability and rising costs.
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Plan for Restoring Services

Step 1
Step 1 is characterized by the restoration of public access to most outdoor park amenities and
indoor tennis with limits on group size.
Parks


Restore access to tennis courts with singles (one-on-one) play advised.



Restore access to bike parks.



Restore access to skate parks.



Restore access to currently closed dog parks (Ketchesen and Elmbridge).



Restore access to basketball courts with limited users. Two per hoop and/or same
household participants. No organized games permitted.



Restore access to volleyball courts with limited users. Two per side and/or same household
participants.



Restore access to lacrosse boxes with single use activities and/or same household
participants. Limit to eight people total (four per side). No organized games permitted.



Restore access to sports fields for recreational and passive use. No organized games
permitted.

Recreation and Sport Services


Open West Richmond Pitch & Putt Golf Course with limited players.



Open Indoor Tennis Courts with limit of singles play (one-on-one) only. No spectators.
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Step 2
Step 2 is characterized by expanded access to outdoor park amenities and the restoration of
outdoor recreation programming. City Hall, the Works Yard, and select community facilities are
re-opened with limited hours and some restrictions.
Parks


Restore access to playgrounds.



Expand access to basketball courts to four players per hoop.



Expand access to volleyball courts to four players per side and/or same household
participants.



Reinstate soccer goals on artificial turf sports fields.



Restore picnic tables at Garry Point Park for use by same household only.

Arts, Culture and Heritage Services


Open Britannia Shipyards to the public on a limited basis with controlled visitation.



Open some amenities in the Richmond Cultural Centre including the Richmond Museum,
Richmond Art Gallery, and some Arts Centre Arts Studios with controlled visitation and/or
limited access.



Open Richmond Archives by appointment only for in-person, one at a time, urgent research
services. All other research requests handled through expanded remote-only reference
services.

Recreation and Sport Services


Restore Walk Richmond programming and outdoor fitness classes at some sites. No
change room access available.



Open outdoor and nature-based preschool programs.



Expand access to West Richmond Pitch & Putt Golf Course.



Expand access to Steveston Net Shed (Indoor Tennis Courts) to doubles play.



Open field bookings for sport and skill development.

City Hall


Open for limited hours only and/or by appointment only. Continue to promote online
services. No cash payments.

Works Yard
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Step 3
Step 3 is characterized by the re-opening of recreation facilities and outdoor swimming pools
(should the season permit) with limited hours and some restrictions. Registered programs for
children and preschoolers are restored with modifications.
Parks


Open water parks to the public.



Expand usage of basketball courts, volleyball courts, lacrosse boxes, and sports fields.



Restore outdoor summer camps and preschool camps at the Richmond Nature Park.



Open Richmond Animal Shelter for adoptions and surrenders.

Recreation and Sport Services


Restore outdoor summer camps and preschool camps. No change room access.



Restore individual sport programs at some sites.



Restore drop-in fitness programs at some facilities.



Open Steveston Outdoor Pool to Aquafit classes, swim clubs and public lane swimming.



Open Minoru Arenas as a dry space for outdoor camps and fitness classes in inclement
weather.



Lift restrictions on field booking use if appropriate.

Arts, Culture and Heritage Services


Expand access and services at Britannia Shipyards and other Heritage Sites in Steveston.



Expand access and services at the Richmond Cultural Centre including the Richmond
Museum, Richmond Art Gallery, Arts Centre Arts Studios, and the Performance Hall and
Atrium.

City Hall


Expand hours, some services may still be limited.

Works Yard


Expand hours, some services may still be limited.
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Step 4
Step 4 is characterized by expanded public access to programs and services at all Community
Services facilities. Indoor pools and arenas re-open and small community events are restored.
Parks


Restore registered programs at the Richmond Nature Park with restrictions.

Recreation and Sport Services


Restore licensed preschools and out-of-school care programs.



Restore some registered programs at all community centres with restrictions.



Open the Seniors Centre at the Minoru Centre for Active Living for limited seniors offerings.



Open arenas for figure skating and ice time rentals for practice with restrictions.



Open indoor pools to Aquafit classes, swim clubs and public lane swimming.



Expand outdoor pool programs (season and weather dependant).

Arts Culture and Heritage Services


Further expand access and services at Britannia Shipyards and other Heritage Sites in
Steveston. Living History, school and other group programs, and small rentals resume.



Further expand access and services at the Richmond Cultural Centre including resumption
of school and group programs at the Richmond Museum, Richmond Art Gallery, Arts
Centre Arts Studios, and the Performance Hall and Atrium. Reinstate on-site program
delivery at the Media Lab.



Open Richmond Archives to the general public with limited hours and some limitations on
full services.

City Hall


Restore in-person consultation and public open houses.



Restore in-person Council meetings, Committee meetings, and public hearings.



Restore café services.



Restore public room rentals and tours.

Works Yard
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Step 5
Step 5 is characterized by the full restoration of programs and services at all sites and facilities
once all public health orders are lifted. Program and service delivery is reflective of a new
desired future state of programs and services.
Parks
 Lift any remaining restrictions on parks and open space amenities.
Recreation and Sport Services
 Lift any remaining restrictions on recreation and sport services.
Arts Culture and Heritage Services
 Lift any remaining restrictions on arts, culture and heritage services.
City Hall
 Lift any remaining restrictions on public services offered at City Hall.
Works Yard
 Lift any remaining restrictions on public services offered at the Works Yard.
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Financial Impact
The restoration of programs and services will have financial implications. Many staff associated
with the direct delivery of these services are not currently scheduled for work due to a shortage
of work and to allow the City to mitigate its financial losses during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Restoration of services will require re-scheduling these staff to deliver these services and
incurring the cost of doing so. There will also be extraordinary costs (both one-time and
ongoing) of offering these services in a modified manner in order to continue to ensure the
safety of the community and staff.
Programs and services not currently being offered are, in normal operations, a net operating
expense to the City. As services are restored, there will be additional operating expenses. These
additional costs become most pronounced at Steps 3 and 4. Further analysis will be required to
consider these costs in the context of the City’s overall budget.
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Concurrent Planning and Initiatives
While planning for the restoration of programs and services at an operational level, it is
necessary to develop concurrent plans to support each phase and transition for the public and
for employees. The following initiatives are recommended to be developed to support the City
Services Restoration Plan.
1. A Communication Plan
As programs and services begin to open to the public, citizens will need to be informed
about what is now available. They will also be looking to the City for information to
understand their risks and exposure, as well as to interpret the many, often ambiguous,
guidelines provided by various authorities and the media. A Communication Plan for each
phase is recommended to support staff and the public as they navigate the various
reactions that are to be expected as restrictions begin to ease and the economy begins to
gradually expand in services. Public response to the COVID-19 pandemic locally has been
commendable. Residents will need clear communication to understand and make decisions
for themselves and their families about how to participate in programs and services as
health authorities monitor the curve of transmission of COVID-19 on an ongoing basis.
2. A Workforce Resiliency Plan (or Return to Work Plan)
Just as the public will need clear information regarding the risk mitigation strategies that
will be in place to protect the public, employees will need to understand their exposure
risks and the resources that will be made available to them. City of Richmond employees
may require additional support in the form of training, mental health services, or instruction
on use of personal protective equipment as they transition back to work or back to inperson service provision.
3. A Cross-Functional Implementation Team
Upon approval of the City Services Restoration Plan, the development of a cross-functional
implementation team is recommended to ensure the City is coordinated and cohesive
throughout implementation of this plan. The team would coordinate with the Richmond
Olympic Oval, the Richmond Public Library, and other key stakeholders to ensure planning is
rolled out concurrently. The team will also ensure that there is effective communication
between departments and with senior management. As the plan is implemented, each step
will require careful review and monitoring to ensure that the initial assessment of where
programs and activities are placed on the restoration of services continuum is current and
relevant in light of any updates to health guidelines and other evolving factors.
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Appendix A: Provincial Health Orders
and Guidelines
The City Services Restoration Plan has been prepared following current Provincial Health Orders
and guidelines and recommendations from local health authorities 1. The health and safety of
City employees and the public are at the forefront of any decisions regarding the restoration of
programs and services. As Provincial Health Orders and guidelines and recommendations from
health authorities evolve, the plan will be evaluated to ensure current information and
protocols are strictly adhered to.
The provision of in-person programs and services is planned following Provincial Health Orders
and guidelines and advice received from Vancouver Coast Health. All plans will be updated
according to new information available from local health authorities. The following guidelines
and recommendations pertain to the provision of City programs and services.
Regarding physical distancing


You must ensure that when there are people on your premises there is sufficient space
available to enable them to maintain a distance of two metres from one another.



Encourage customers to maintain a two metre distance from one another in line-ups to
entrance, washrooms and other places where line-ups may occur, by placing distance
indicators.



Install markers on the floor (two metres apart) to support physical distancing in locations
such as reception desks.



Install physical barriers (e.g. plexiglass sneeze guards) in locations such as reception desks.



Providers must not offer personal services.



Providers must not host mass gatherings involving more than 50 people (but could have
more than 50 people on site if physical distancing remains possible given the size of the
facility).

Regarding proper hygiene and sanitation


Hand washing stations must be added if none currently exist.



All common areas and surfaces should be cleaned at the end of each day. Examples include
washrooms, shared offices, common tables, desks, light switches and door handles.

1

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/health/about-bc-s-health-care-system/office-of-the-provincial-healthofficer/current-health-topics/covid-19-novel-coronavirus
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Regarding Signage and Communication


Post signs encouraging people to maintain a two metre distance from one another
throughout a space and ensure that there is sufficient space available for customers and
staff to maintain that distance.



Post signs in your facility to encourage hand hygiene among all staff and guests.



Prominently post signs encouraging regular hand washing.



Post signage that limits the number of occupants in any elevator to four people at a time.

Regarding the handling of Equipment and Materials


Do not provide eating facilities, such as picnic tables or tables with chairs.



Encourage staff to avoid touching personal items of clients.



Wherever possible, provide guests/clients with single-use personal items (e.g. soaps,
shampoos, sugar packets, creamers).



Operators should follow routine cleaning practices with enhanced cleaning of high-touch
surfaces or shared equipment.

Regarding employee interactions


If an employee reports they are suspected or confirmed to have COVID-19 and have been at
the workplace, clean and disinfect all areas where that person has worked.



Reduce in-person meetings and other gatherings and hold shop meetings in open spaces or
outside.

Regarding the Public


Anyone with COVID-19-like symptoms, such as sore throat, fever, sneezing or coughing,
must self-isolate at home for a minimum of 10 days from onset of symptoms, until their
symptoms have completely resolved.



Customers may be on your premises only for the time that it takes them to purchase and
collect their purchase.

Regarding the handling of food and beverages


Providers must NOT operate food or beverage services except for take-out or delivery
service.



Do NOT transport food on carts that have used dishes on them.



Gloves are not required when delivering or picking up food trays.



Regularly clean and disinfect carts used for transporting food and picking up dirty dishes.



Disposable dishes are not required to stop COVID-19. Regular food trays, dishes and utensils
can be used.



Proper hand hygiene must be practiced before delivering and after picking up food trays.
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The Provincial Health Officer has not [explicitly] issued any orders requiring the closure of
outdoor recreation facilities such as parks, dog parks, skate parks, playgrounds, picnic areas,
walking, running and cycling trails, beaches, piers, boat launches, athletics fields, outdoor
exercise equipment, tennis and basketball courts and golf courses as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic. Vancouver Coastal Health believes that the risk of COVID-19 transmission in these
environments is low and that it is possible to safely operate these facilities at this time.
There may be additional measures related to the type of facility that operators can implement
to further reduce the risk of COVID-19 such as limiting the number of participants or modifying
hours of operation.
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Appendix B: City Services and Facilities Affected by
COVID-19
The following information reflects affected City Services as of May 13, 2020. The most up-todate information on affected services is available on the City of Richmond COVID-19 webpage
at www.richmond.ca/safety/COVID-19/covid-affected-services.htm.
Parks
Parks, Trails, Playgrounds & Outdoor Amenities


Parks and trails are open with physical distancing strictly required.



Garry Point Park is open with implementation of a one-way walking route.



The majority of public washrooms are open, with select locations closed.



Minoru Track is open with physical distancing strictly required.



The following outdoor amenities are closed:
- Playgrounds
- Sports fields
- Tennis courts
- Basketball courts
- Volleyball courts
- Skate parks
- Bike parks
- Lacrosse boxes
- West Richmond outdoor fitness area
- Ketchesen and Elmbridge dogs off-leash areas
- Nature House at the Richmond Nature Park

Animal Services


The Richmond Animal Shelter is closed to the public. Adoptions and surrenders are taken by
appointment only.

Recreation and Sport Services
Recreation and Community Centres


All recreation and community centres are closed.

Arenas


All arenas are closed.
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Swimming Pools


All swimming pools are closed.

Seniors


Minoru Centre for Active Living is closed. Limited services available.



Seniors Centre at Minoru Centre for Active Living is offering Meals to Go for all ages during
current closure.

Arts Culture and Heritage Services
Arts, Culture and Heritage Sites


All arts, culture and heritage facilities and sites are closed.



Some programs and services are currently being offered in an online format.

Events


All City events are cancelled up to June 30, 2020.



Any community events submitted through the REACT process with the potential to involve
the gathering of 50 or more people are cancelled up to June 30, 2020.

City Hall


City Hall is closed to the public.



The City continues to offer services and can be reached by telephone and email, or by
contacting a department directly.

Public Consultations


In-person public open houses are cancelled. Consultation and communications are being
shifted online to platforms including LetsTalkRichmond and virtual open houses.

Development Applications


Previously submitted Development Applications continue to be processed. Staff are
available by email and phone. New applications can be submitted by courier to City Hall.

Building, Gas, Plumbing and Tree Permits


Completed Building, Gas, Plumbing, Tree and Demolition Permit application forms and
supporting materials along with payment by cheque can be sent to Richmond City Hall via
courier only. Electronic applications and supporting materials can be submitted.



Requests for Building, Gas, Plumbing and Tree Inspections continue to be received, however
some may have unavoidable service delay or interruption.
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All physical site inspections within existing, occupied residential dwellings are suspended
until further notice. For all other construction, alternative arrangements to inspection
compliance may be made upon contacting an inspector.

Business Licences


Business Licence Applications will be processed, however, those that require inspections
may be delayed.



For any concerns about businesses not complying with Provincial Public Health Orders, the
public is encouraged to send the details to bylawrequest@richmond.ca.



All other Business Licence and Bylaw services remain as usual (unless noted otherwise).

Permits and Licencing


Application forms for the following permits/payments can be sent to Richmond City Hall via
courier or regular mail, along with payment by cheque:
- Watercourse crossing, Donation bins, and other Engineering Permits.
- Damage deposits.



The City is not accepting cash payments until September 30. Staff are available by phone as
listed on the City website to answer questions.



Business Licence Applications will be processed, however, those that require inspections
may be delayed.

Works Yard
Works Yard


Works Yard administration buildings are closed to the public.



The City continues to offer services and can be reached by telephone and email by
contacting a department directly.

Garbage, Recycling and Organics


Regular scheduled Garbage and Recycling Collection is continuing.



Recycling Depot is open. Credit or debit card payment only. Cash is not accepted at this
time.



In order to maintain social distancing, staff are no longer able to assist with unloading
recycling materials and placing into roll off bins. In the case of heavy/awkward items, users
will be asked to remain in their vehicle and staff will unload. A limited number of vehicles
will be permitted on-site at a time.
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Child Care


Child care programs in community centres have been discontinued and all community
centres are closed.



Additional child care services are operated by various organizations in Richmond, including
non-profit organizations, private businesses and individuals. These services are regulated
under Provincial legislation and are required to continue to follow any specific COVID-19
related instructions from Vancouver Coastal Health. The Provincial Medical Health Officer,
Dr. Bonnie Henry, has instructed that "all parents who are able to care for their children at
home should do so" but has not ordered widespread closures at this point.

Richmond Public Library


All branches, book dispensers and book drops are temporarily closed.



Staff are available to answer questions Monday to Friday from 9:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.



Online resources remain available and eServices can be accessed from home.



No late fines will be charged during the closure. All due dates will be extended and holds
will be kept until service resumes.



Delivery to Home Services customers continues.

Richmond Olympic Oval


Facility closed.



Virtual programs offered at www.richmondoval.ca.
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